
Save one third of the weight.
The Ultralite liferaft is the new addition to the Ocean Safety range of ISO 9650 rafts.  What 
makes this raft completely different is weight saving use of the latest composite technology.   

Designed to save up to a third in terms of weight with its carbon container and carbon fibre 
wrapped aluminium cylinder, the Ultralite is for the racing sailor looking to save weight or for 
the naval architect, who is designing a vessel to a very specific target weight for increased 
performance.  With a survival pack for up to 24 hours in a 10 person canister Ultralite raft, this 
astoundingly, is the equivalent weight of a conventional 4 person valise liferaft.  As a result, 
the liferaft is also considerably easier and faster to lift on deck and deploy when needed or 
when demonstrating the fact to the race safety scrutineers within the ‘15 second rule’.

Already a number of race campaigns worldwide have enquired about this new raft, safe in the 
knowledge that this is truly the lightest weight liferaft on the market.  If budget is an issue, then 
the grp canister could be considered, giving an additional 2.5 kg over the carbon container, 
but providing a cost saving.

This new Ocean Safety Ultralite liferaft range already carries the RYA Tick Mark, which 
denotes high standards of compliance with the ISO International Standards 9650 parts 1 and 
3 and illustrates that an RYA Certificate of Type Examination has been issued following third 
party assessment.

ULTRA ULTRALITE LIFERAFT –
YOU CAN’T BE COMPETITIVE WITHOUT IT!
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Weight saving example:

Liferaft capacity               Ultralite                   Ocean ISO
6 person                            28kg                         40kg
8 person                            35kg                         45kg
10 person                          36kg                         52kg

Note to Editors:
In issuing the RYA tick mark logo the RYA is satisfied, following a rigorous testing programme 
as set out by the ISO standard that the liferafts were found to be compliant with ISO 9650.   It 
sets out to provide boaters with a visible assurance that any product displaying the Tick Mark 
logo does comply with the requisite international standard.

Ocean Safety is exhibiting at METS from 17th – 19th November and can be found on 
stand number 03.304.
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